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Antarctica
THE SEASON OPENS WITH CULMINATION OF
FLIGHTS FROM THREE CONTINENTS
To begin Operation DEEP FREEZE 65, Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, USN, Commander U. S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica, planned to fly 4 LC-130F, Hercules, aircraft to Williams Field,
McMurdo Sound, from 3 widely- separated points. One aircraft would take-off from Melbourne,
Australia, a second from Punta Arenas, Chile, and the remaining 2 from Christchurch, New Zealand. If successful the flight from Melbourne would be unique, as no aircraft had previously takenoff from Australia and landed in Antarctica. Airplanes had flown from South America across the
Drake Passage on numerous occasions In the past; however, none had made the flight to McMurdo
Sound, although, In 1962, a Super-Constellation of the Navy's Project MAGNET had followed the
course In reverse, taking off from Williams Field and landing In Chile. The route from New Zealand had been pioneered by the United States Navy in 1955 and used extensively ever since.
The 4 aircraft took off as scheduled on 30 September. While they were en route, the weather
closed In at McMurdo Sound. The LC-130 from Punta Arenas and the 2 from New Zealand turned
back. The one from Australia, with Admiral Reedy on board, continued, crossing the Antarctic
coast In the vicinity of the Magnetic South Pole and proceeded to the Geographic South Pole where
53 pounds of letters were parachuted to the 22 men at the station. With McMurdo still closed,
the aircraft commander chose Byrd Station as an alternate. The aircraft landed there safely at
2335 hours on 30 September, after a flight of not quite 16 hours, covering approximately 3,800 miles.
The next day, with improving weather, the other 3 aircraft resumed the attempt. The 2 from
New Zealand arrived at Williams Field at 1924 and 1956 hours on 1 October. The route f r o m
Chile was somewhat longer, about 2,700 miles, and the LC -13 OF from P n t a A en as 1 and e d
at Williams Field at 0317 hours the following morning. Approximately 2 hours later, Admiral
Reedy flew into McMurdo from Byrd Station.
The plane from Punta Arenas was fitted with aerial cameras. During the week before the
fly-In, It had conducted photoreconnaissance along the west side of the Antarctic Peninsula in
the area of Anvers Island, where the United States plans to establish a new scientific station
during the coming season.
The 4 aircraft were briefly assembled at Williams Field. Within a few hours, they began
the busy flight schedule of support operations that had been planned for this season.
SUMMER WEATHER STATIONS REESTABLISHED
Prior to the first aircraft landing at the South Pole, on 31 October 1956, a summer weather
and emergency-landing station was established at the foot of Liv Glacier. This station was later
moved to the foot of the Beardmore Glacier, from which It derived its name, and has been moved
or rebuilt several times since. When aircraft began to resupply Byrd Station, another summer
weather station, Little Rockford, was set up on the flight path from McMurdo Sound t o Byrd
Station. It has also been relocated, and is now at 79°14' South, 147°29' West, on the
Rockefeller Plateau.
Plans for the current season called for remodeling the 2 stations, using van-type buildings
similar to those that have proved successful at Eights Station. Advantage was taken of the opportunity to shift the location of Beardmore Station to 81 0 23' South, 170015, East, about 125 miles
north of the previous site. At the same time the station has been renamed "Little Jeana Summer
Weather Station," and officially opened on 5 October. The installation consists of 4 portable units,
3 of which are arranged in a "U". In one are the sleeping and eating quarters for the 3-man detachment; in another are a diesel generator and a workshop; while the third contains another generator
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Exterior view of berthing wanigan with messing wanigan in background at Little Rockford
Summer Weather Station. (20 February 1964.)

Wintering-over party shovelling out the Jamesway hut at Beardmore Summer Weather Station
for activating the station. (29 September 1961.)

and a wash room. The center of the "U' has been turned into a permawalk, and here the pibal dome
is located. The fourth unit has communications equipment and is separated from the others so that
it may, if needed, serve as an emergency shelter.
Little Rockford was reestablished the same day Little .Teana was opened. This installation
has consisted of wanigans that were put in position in 1958 by tractors from Little America and
later moved to the present site by the same means. It is intended to remodel Little Rockford,
along the lines of Little Jeana, later in the season.
PERMANENT STATIONS REOPENED
One of the first missions of DEEP FREEZE operations Is to reestablish contact with the stations having wintering-over parties. This year, for the first time, a station other than McMurdo
received the initial visit from the outside, when Admiral Reedy landed at Byrd on 30 September
1964. McMurdo was reached the following day by 2 LC-130Fs from Christchurch, New Zealand.
On 3 October, Admiral Reedy, accompanied by the Commander, Antarctic Support Activities,
visited Hallett Station on an inspection trip. Three days later, the first DEEP FREEZE 65 personriel arrived to replace those who had wintered-over, and, on 7 October, LT. T. C. Nagel (MC), USN,
relieved LT. H. A. King (MC), USN, as officer -in-charge. In the future, Hallett will be operated
as a summer station only.
Eights Station was visited on 23 October by Admiral Reedy. The LC-130F brought 370 pounds
of mall for the 6 Navymen and 4 civilians who had passed the winter at the base of the Antarctic
Peninsula. Two days later, the wintering-over Naval personnel were relieved and set out on the
first stage of the long journey home.
The men at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station had the double distinction of being the first to
receive mail and the last to make contact with the outside. Temperatures, as low as minus 70°
Fahrenheit, had made flying to the Pole impracticable until 1 November. On that date, Captain
Max Holzrichter, Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff of U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica,
and Captain games B. Elliott, Jr. ,Commander, Antarctic Support Activities, arrived In aLC-130F.
This flight marked the last of the 5 United States stations to be reopened this season. From this
date until late February when the stations will be Isolated for the 1965 winter, personnel and cargo
will be shuttled back and forth between the Antarctic stations.
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CRACKED ICE AT WILLIAMS FIELD
TEMPORARILY CLOSES FACILITY
On 14 October, the ice runway at Williams Field, McMurdo Sound, was closed because of a
pressure crack about a foot wide and 1,000 feet long. The season's first turnaround flight by a
Military Air Transport Service C-130E, scheduled for the next day, was delayed. If this delay
had continued, it could have had a serious effect upon the year's activities.
Sailors of the Antarctic Support Activities (ASA) worked 24 hours a day with bulldozers, graders, and shovels, pushing slush and snow into the crack. They were aided in their task, but hardly
their comfort, by continuing low temperatures, around minus 10° Fahrenheit, that froze the mixture solid. The strip was reopened for restricted use on 18 October, and for full use the following
day, when the first C-130E landed.
ENGINE SEPARATES FROM AIRFRAME OF LC-47
DURING EMERGENCY LANDING ON LILLIE GLACIER
On 22 October, one of the Navy's ski-equipped LC-47 aircraft, on a routine support mission,
developed engine trouble but was successfully landed on Lillie Glacier. The aircraft, piloted by
LT. John M. Bowers, had departed Hallett Station to preposition a fuel cache at Lillie Glacier,
about 72 miles northwest of Hallett Station, for use by the Army helicopters in support of a scientific party later in the season.
After discharging the drummed fuel on Lillie Glacier, the pilot took-off from the unprepared
surface, reached 500 feet, and jettisoned the JATO (Jet Assisted Take-Off) bottles. At this point
there was severe vibration accompanied by noise, smoke, and heat in the cockpit. An attempt
was made to feather the port engine, and the aircraft began a controlled descent. At 100-foot altitude, the gear was extended and the aircraft landed upwind.
As the aircraft landed on the ice, the port engine separated from the airframe at the fire-wall
and the port main gear collapsed. The outer 5 feet of the port wing and the port stabilizer were
damaged, and the propeller cut a 4-foot-long by 1-foot-wide hole into the navigation compartment
of the aircraft.
Of the 6 crew members aboard, the only injury, a minor shoulder sprain, was sustained by
the co-pilot.
A second LC-47, located in the immediate vicinity, was flown to the assistance of the stranded crew and brought them to McMurdo Station, about 300 miles away.
FIRE AT AMUNDSEN-SCOTT SOUTH
POLE STATION DESTROYS GARAGE
At approximately 2200 hours on 12 October, a flash fire of unknown origin destroyed a 40- by
50-foot garage at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. Equipment stowed in and adjacent to the
garage (including 3 tractors and spare parts for all vehicles) was destroyed.
In spite of a 10-knot wind sweeping across the polar plateau at the time, the 22-man winteringover party, battling in minus 67-degree temperatures, was able to confine the fire to the garage
area. There were no personnel injuries in either the initial flare-up or the resulting blaze.
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, located at 90° South,and at an elevation of 9,186 feet, was
constructed as an International Geophysical Year station in 1956-1957. The garage, built during
DEEP FREEZE 60, was a T-5 building and was placed approximately 600 feet from the main station complex to serve also as an emergency shelter. (See diagram.)
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Sketch of Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station as of 1 March 1962.
Although the buildings at this station were initially constructed on the surface, it was expected
that they would eventually become burled under snow. Connecting corridors, made of timber frames
covered by chicken wire and burlap, were constructed on the surface to provide access between
buildings when the accumulating snow would bury the station. These corridors have proved to be
a very satisfactory and economical communications system and are still in use.
At one time, various proposals for rebuilding the station were reviewed. Snow accumulation however, has been much less than expected, and a survey during DEEP FREEZE 62 showed that the structures were in sufficiently-good condition to be maintained for a relatively-indefinite period. As a result,

lLzW
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station In 1958
showing construction detail.
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Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station as it
appeared in early 1961.
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a major repair and rehabilitation program was Instituted and has now been largely completed.
No major building construction had been programmed for the summer season at this station.
The loss of the garage Is made more serious by the fact that it is the only large building separated
from the main station and is, therefore, important as an emergency shelter In case of a disaster.
Admiral Reedy has directed that the garage be rebuilt.
ARMY HELICOPTER CRASHES IN ATTEMPT
TO LAND ON MOUNTAIN
At 1415 hours on 8 November, a UH-lB helicopter of the U. S. Army Aviation Detachment (Antarctic Support) crashed while attempting to land on a 13,400-foot mountain at 710451 South, 169°45'
East. The site of the accident was approximately 38 miles from Hallett Station. The aircraft was
on a flight In support of a geological survey of Victoria Land. The helicopter, while making a landing, struck a ridge line, rolled over on Its side, and received severe damage. Because of the extent of the damage and the remoteness of the location, the UH-lB was declared a total loss.

4A

I4

An Army UH-lB Iroquois helicopter of
the type which crashed on 8 November
near Hallett Station.
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On board at the time were CWO David M. Shanklin, USA, the pilot; Sp/5 Elbert E. Keel, USA
crew member; Mr. Dwight F. Crowder, U. S. Geological Survey; and Mr. Keith A. J • W s e,
Bernice P. Bishop Museum. All 4 escaped from the aircraft, were picked up by an accompanying
UH-1B, and returned to Hallett Station, where an examination by a physician revealed no Injuries.
A replacement has been requested for the lost machine, and it will be airlifted from the United
States to McMurdo Station.
UNITED STATES LEADERS VISIT MIRNYY STATION
At approximately 0215 hours on 5 November 1964, a U. S. Navy LC-130F landed at Mirnyy, the
Soviet scientific station on the Queen Mary Coast. Aboard the aircraft were Rear Admiral James R.
Reedy, Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, and Mr. Phillip M. Smith, USARP
Representative at McMurdo Station. One purpose of the flight was to deliver Mr. George Meyer of
the University of Texas, who will carry out microbiological studies at Mirnyy during the coming
year as a United States Exchange Scientist; another was to gather 40 Adelie penguins for participation in penguin orientation studies being conducted by Drs. John T. Emlen and Richard L. Penny.
The birds were flown to McMurdo, and will be taken 200 miles out on the Ross Ice Shelf and released. They will then be tracked so that the scientists may learn more about how penguins navigate.
Rear Admiral Reedy and his party were met by Dr. Pavel Senko, the Soviet station head. The
two leaders exchanged greetings in which they emphasized the spirit of International cooperation.
As the landing was made at 0915 Mirnyy time, the hosts provided the visitors with a hearty breakfast. After the meal, Admiral Reedy and Soviet personnel accompanied Drs. Emlen and Penny to a
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Adelie penguins of the type
collected at Mirnyy Station.
nearby rookery where the Admiral and the Soviets
assisted the scientists in collecting the Adelies,
which were then penned in special crates and
taken to the aircraft by Soviet tractors.
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After the penguin roundup, Admiral Reedy
and his party were honored by a reception.
Several of the Soviet scientists had visited McMurdo in December 1963, and were eager to
return the hospitality they had received, Following the reception, the visitors departed,
after having spent a little over 7 hours with
their Soviet colleagues.
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ACCIDENT TAKES LIFE OF NAVYMAN
IN CHRISTCHURCH
On 15 November, Max Raymond Hitch, PH2, USN, died In the Christchurch Public Hospital
from Injuries received in a vehicle accident. A motorcycle, which Hitch was operating, collided
with a parked car. Taken to the hospital, he never regained consciousness.
STATISTICS OF WINTERING-OVER PARTIES AT UNITED STATES
ANTARCTIC STATIONS SINCE OPERATION DEEP FREEZE I
Presented below are the statistics of the United States wintering-over parties In Antarctica
since Operation DEEP FREEZE began in 1956. The numbers represent United States military and
civilian personnel who have wintered-over at United States stations only. In addition, a United
States scientist wintered-over at a Soviet station in Operations DEEP FREEZE II, III, and 60
through 64; and a Soviet scientist wintered-over at a United States station in Operations DEEP
FREEZE II, III, and 60 through 64.
OPERATION DEEP FREEZE
I

II

III

IV

60

61

62

63

64

Amundsen-Scott
South Pole

--

18

18

17

18

20

21

22

22

Byrd

--

23

24

23

21

20

36

33

28

--

--

--

--

11

10

1

1

4

4

--

16

17

18

19

18

11

139

145

220

227

215

4

5

4.

3

200

212

305

314

Eights
40

Ellsworth

--

39

Hallett

--

14

670

Little America

73

109

109

McMurdo

93

87

112

135

Wilkes

--

27

28

3

166

317

347

195

Total
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Ships
OCEAN STATION SHIPS BEGIN ANTARCTIC DUTY
Each season, before flights between New Zealand and Antarctica begin, an ocean vesseltakes
up position and commences to supply vital weather information. It also serves as a navigation
aid and is available for search-and -rescue duty. This season, Ocean Station has been fixed at
60 0South, 1590East.
USS MILLS (DER-383) departed Dunedin, New Zealand, on 24 September and stopped briefly
at Campbell Island where she disembarked 7 passengers and about 6,000 tons of cargo. Scheduled
to begin weather reports on 28 September, MILLS was at 590221 South, 155°30 , East, on midnight
of the 27th, and reported numerous icebergs. She continued to experience difficulty with ice
during the following days, and it was not until 3 October that she reached Ocean Station. On that
day, however, she reported sighting 226 icebergs, not including bergy bits and growlers. There
were also numerous encounters with pack ice and slush. Under such conditions, MILLS found it
virtually impossible to maintain position, and Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica,
ordered her to retire 100 miles to the north. MILLS was relieved by HMNZS PUKAKI on 11 October, and departed for Dunedin.
During 2 weeks in the area, MILLS sighted over 800 Icebergs. The reason for the abnormal
ice condition is not known, but it Is conjectured that the relatively-warm weather this year caused
the pack to break-up earlier than usual, releasing many entapped icebergs, and that the whole had
drifted off northward.
On 24 October, MILLS relieved PUKAKI on Ocean Station and the latter returned to New Zealand. A few days later, MILLS developed leaks in her number one boiler, and she departed, on
31 October, for Dunedin. She arrived in Dunedin and entered drydock on 2 November. PUKAKI
again took up Ocean Station duty on 11 November.
Change-of-command ceremonies took place aboard MILLS on 12 November, in Dunedin, when
Lieutenant Commander Henry C. Morris relieved Lieutenant Commander Robert D. Hoffman as
Commanding Officer of the radar picket destroyer.
TENTATIVE SHIP OPERATION SCHEDULE
FOR DEEP FREEZE 65
The ship operating schedule below is the latest one released prior to this issue going to press
and is subject to change. The actual dates of arrival and departure will be published In the chronology of subsequent issues of the Bulletin.
Ship

Mission/Port

USCGC EASTWIND (WAGB-279) Boston, Massachusetts
Earle, New Jersey
Wellington, New Zealand
Lyttelton, New Zealand
Enr Ross Sea & McMurdo
Station
Lyttelton
McMurdo Station
Hallett Station
McMurdo Station
Hallett Station
Lyttelton

Arrive

Depart

2Oct
2 Nov
13 Nov

1 Oct
2Oct
12 Nov
13 Nov

13 Nov
23 Dec
4 Jan
4 Feb
9 Feb
1 Mar
7 Mar

16 Dec
28 Dec
3 Feb
8 Feb
28 Feb
1 Mar
9 Mar
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Ship

Mission/Port

Arrive

Depart

USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE
(T-AOG-82)

Aruba, N.W.I.
Lyttelton
McMurdo Station
Lyttelton
McMurdo Station
Lyttelton
McMurdo Station
Lyttelton

9 Nov
4 Dec
18 Dec
1 Jan
12 Jan
23 Jan
6 Feb
17 Feb

10 Nov
7 Dec
22 Dec
4 Jan
15 Jan
27 Jan
9 Feb
19 Feb

USNS MERRELL
(T-AK-275)

Port Hueneme, California
Lyttelton
McMurdo Station
Lyttelton

6 Dec
28 Dec
7 Jan
23 Jan

12 Dec
31 Dec
16 Jan
25 Jan

IJSNS TOWLE
(T-AK-240)

Davisville, Rhode Island
Mayport, Florida
Lyttelton
McMurdo Station
Lyttelton

6 Nov
17 Nov
7Dec
22 Dec
9Jan

15 Nov
17 Nov
liDec
2 Jan
11 Jan

USNS WYANDOT
(T-AK.-92)

Davlsville, Rhode Island
Punta Arenas, Chile
Anvers Island
McMurdo Station
Lyttelton
Davisvllle, Rhode Island

15 Dec
12 Jan
15 Jan
28 Jan
3Mar
3Apr

24 Dec
13 Jan
19 Jan
24 Feb
5Mar
5Apr

USS EDISTO (AGB-2)

Boston, Massachusetts
Antarctic Peninsula

11 Jan

12 Dec
10 Mar

USS GLACIER (AGB-4)

Lyttelton
Enr Ross Sea& McMurdo Station
Beaufort Island
Franklin Island
Coulman Island
Cape Adare
Balleny Islands
Lyttelton

5 Nov
9 Nov
10 Jan
14 Jan
17 Jan
22 Jan
28 Jan
7 Mar

9 Nov
10 Jan
13 Jan
16 Jan
21 Jan
26 Jan
3 Mar
12 Mar

USS MILLS (DER-383)

Lyttelton
Dunedin, New Zealand
Ocean Station (60S 159E)
Dunedin
Ocean Station
Dunedin
Lyttelton
Ocean Station
Dunedin
Ocean Station
Lyttelton
Dunedin
Ocean Station
Dunedin
Ocean Station
Dunedin

21 Sep
22 Sep
28 Sep
16 Oct
24 Oct
3 Nov
18 Nov
23 Nov
21 Dec
28 Dec
16 Jan
17 Jan
24 Jan
13 Feb
20 Feb
4 Mar

21 Sep
25 Sep
12 Oct
21 Oct
31 Oct
17 Nov
20 Nov
18 Dec
26 Dec
13 Jan
16 Jan
21 Jan
10 Feb
17 Feb
lMar
7 Mar
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Ship

Mission/Port

Arrive

Depart

USS STATEN ISLAND (AGB-5)

Wellington
Enr Ross Sea & McMurdo
Station
Wellington
McMurdo Station
Lyttelton

10 Nov

15 Nov

15 Nov
12 Jan
24 Jan
6Mar

5 Jan
17 Jan
25 Feb*
9Mar

*Occupy Ice prediction station in Western Ross Sea 25 Feb - 2 Mar.
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR (A-189)

Lyttelton
Fuel MILLS at sea
McMurdo Station
As directed by NZNB
Lyttelton
McMurdo Station
Fueling drill MILLS at sea
Lyttelton

1 Dec
10 Dec
20 Dec
26 Dec
6 Feb
20 Feb
1 Mar
7 Mar

6 Dec
12 Dec
26 Dec
6 Feb
12 Feb
24 Feb
iMar

HMNZS PUKAKI (F-424)

Ocean Station
Ocean Station
Ocean Station
Ocean Station
Ocean Station

12 Oct
11 Nov
18 Dec
13 Jan
10 Feb

24 Oct
23 Nov
28 Dec
24 Jan
20 Feb

ICE PREDICTIONS HELP SHIPS
In 1951, one of the United States' first experts in sea-ice operations published a book which he
called Ice Is Where You Find It. The title was quite appropriate because in those days, sailors had
few observations and little knowledge of ice behavior to rely on. They headed for their objective
and hoped for the best.
Now, the commander in either polar region has available an ice-prediction service operated by
the Navy. Three principal elements enter into the growing reliability of these predictions. First
is the experience and knowledge of ice behavior in relation to meteorologic and oceanographic conditions. Second is the possibility of systematic observations over wide areas made possible by the
use of aircraft. Third is the existence of a corps of specialists trained both to observe accurately
and to interpret what they have reported.
This season, the Navy has sent to the Antarctic a group of enlisted Aerographers Mates schooled
In the techniques of ice observation. They work under the supervision of LT William S. Dehn, USN,
and with the assistance of Mr. James Johnston of the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office. The observations with which they work are obtained on regular flights between Christchurch and McMurdo,
some of which are requested to deviate from the normal flight path so that particular areas may be
studied, and on special flights far out over the pack.
At the McMurdo weather central, observations are carefully charted, and the plots carefully
collated with weather and oceanographic data. Interpreting this Information against the background
of their specialized knowledge and experience, the ice observers produce long- and short-range
forecasts, both of great value in planning and conducting ship operations.
A long-range forecast, issued on 12 October 1964, indicated that near-normal ice conditions
could be expected in November followed in December by rapid disintegration of ice In the Ross
Sea. This forecast is regularly supplemented and modified by short-range forecasts as fuller and
more precise information becomes available.

9
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International
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE ON ANTARCTIC RESEARCH
MEETING HELD IN PARIS
The eighth meeting of SCAR was held in Paris from 24 through 28 August 1964. Representatives
from all 12 SCAR nations participated in the sessions, as did observers from other scholarly organizations. The United States Delegate, Dr. Laurence M. Gould, National Academy of Sciences, is also
President of SCAR. His advisors were LT, Alan Blanchard, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica;
Dr. H. M. Dater, U. S. Antarctic Projects Office; Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, USN, Commander,
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica; Mr. M. J. Rubin, U. S. Weather Bureau; Dr. W. J. L. Sladen,
The Johns Hopkins University; Mr. R. B. Southard, U. S. Geological Survey; Dr. W. L. Tressler, U. S.
Naval Oceanographic Office; and Mr. H. W. Wells, National Academy of Sciences.
SCAR operates largely through working groups representing the scientific fields of interest in
Antarctic research. Four of these met concurrently with the parent society. They were the working groups for biology, meteorology, geomagnetism, and geodesy and cartography. Other working
groups either met at other times or conducted their business by correspondence. Reports were received from the working groups on oceanography, glaciology, upper-atmosphere physics, and communications. Although meeting in Paris, the working group on geodesy and cartography also submitted
a report covering actions taken on past recommendations. The secretaries for the working groups
on logistics and solid-earth geophysics indicated that their groups had nothing to report. Because of
changes in international programs since the report of the oceanography working group had been prepared, an ad hoc working group on oceanography was convened during the session. Finally, an ad
hoc committee of delegates met to receive the reports of the other working groups and to consider
matters of an administrative nature.
The detailed recommendation developed by the working groups and approved by SCAR at the concluding plenary session on 28 August will be communicated to the national committees of member
countries for consideration and action. It will, therefore, be sufficient here to record some general
impressions of the meeting. SCAR appears to have 3 principal objectives. First it exists to develop
an overall scientific program largely in terms of objectives. Second, SCAR seeks to establish common reporting techniques and other procedures that will promote the exchange of scientific information. Third, SCAR serves as advisor to the Treaty consultative powers on matters referred to it for
scientific opinion.
In elaborating the research program, SCAR works closely with other international scientific
organizations. Some of these organizations represent specific disciplines; one for example, is the
World Meteorological Organization. Others work in areas or on programs that cut across disciplinary lines; as, for example, the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research. For both types,
collaboration. with SCAR would be useful, and the results of Antarctic research would be more
meaningful if keyed into worldwide scientific endeavors. Since its foundation, SCAR has been able
to develop international programs that, except perhaps in biology, where some expansion is still
evident, have attained a large degree of stabilization. It seems reasonable to expect that the existing level of scientific activity in the Antarctic will continue for some years to come.
Building on the experience of the International Geophysical Year, SCAR has also assisted in
the adoption of common reporting methods and other procedures. Map scales for different type
maps have been agreed upon, and sets of common map symbols have been prepared. The same
sort of thing has occurred in other fields, and much of the discussion in working groups revolves
about further refining and improving information procedures.
At the Treaty Consultative Meeting, held at Brussels in June 1964, the subject of conservation
had been an important topic. The meeting had drawn up agreed measures which it had recommended
to the participating governments for approval. Among these were a number of regulations for general application, and provisions that certain areas and certain species of flora and fauna might be
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designated for special protection. The Consultative Meeting further recommended that the advice
of SCAR be obtained as to what areas and species deserved this protection. Although the agreed
measures had not been approved by the participating governments at the time of the SCAR meeting,
the biology working group did consider the problems involved. Alter deliberation, It established
guidelines for the selection of specially-protected areas, and tentatively proposed that the Ross seal
and the fur seal should be designated "specially-protected species." The group further directed
Its secretary to circularize the members for further suggestions.
It was evident at Paris that SCAR had achieved a great deal toward attaining its objectives. A
stable scientific program has been worked out and a wide range of common procedures agreed upon.
Machinery exists for obtaining the opinion of the scientific community on matters relating to the
Treaty. The feeling of most people present was that the majority of problems outstanding could be
resolved by correspondence. As a final act, it was decided that no general meeting would be required until 1966, when SCAR would reconvene in Santiago, Chile.
U. S. INFORMATION AGENCY PROVES LATIN AMERICA
WITH MODEST EXHIBIT ABOUT ANTARCTICA
A three-dimensional animated exhibit on "Antarctica" is being made available to the following
TJSIS posts in Latin America: Panama City, Guatemala City, Quito, Lima, La Paz, Santiago, Buenos
Aires, Montevideo, and Asuncion. The exhibit consists of 20 black-and-white panels with Spanish
text. It also has a mounted, rear-view, automatic projector showing color slides, with synchronized
Spanish sound narration; and a diorama revealing prominent features of Byrd Station. The exhibit
begins "with the sighting of the continent in 1820 by Nathaniel B. Palmer, an American. Significant
events are highlighted to illustrate the progress made in the field of scientific research inAntarctica.
A larger Antarctic exhibit was sponsored in Europe by USIA with the assistance of other government agencies and private individuals. The Navy transported the exhibit to Europe. It opened in
Zurich, Switzerland, and closed in London, England. It Is estimated that It was viewed by more than
500,000 people at various points in Europe.
When the exhibit was returned to the United States It was enlarged and shown at the Mariners
Museum In Newport News, Virginia. A group of foreign nations contributed Items of significance on
Antarctic exploration. The National Science Foundation, the Navy, and several other United States
government agencies participated in the exhibit. It was also shown at the Field Museum in Chicago,
Illinois.
WEATHER FACSIMILE CHARTS RADIOED
FROM MIRNYY TO MCMTJRDO
International cooperation in Antarctica was further confirmed when the weather central at McMurdo began receiving, on 29 October, radio facsimile weather maps from the Soviet Mirnyy Station.
This was the first time that facsimile weather data had been received from any other Antarctic
station. Previously, the only data received from Mlrnyy and other stations had been simply temperature, wind, and barometric Information which was plotted on weather charts at McMurdo.
Rear Admiral James R. Reedy said of this service: "The inception of the radio maps into Antarctic weather reporting will enable weathermen of all nations represented in Antarctica to get a
much clearer picture of the weather happenings of the frozen continent."
Radio maps of conditions previously received at McMurdo from Australia and New Zealand have
proved invaluable in long-range forecasting. Improved information about the erratic Antarctic weather has enabled scientific efforts to benefit from improved support capability.
11
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Stateside
THE ANTARCTICAN SOCIETY HEARS
DR. BERTRAND AT SEPTEMBER MEETING
The Antarctican Society held the first meeting of the 1964-1965 season on 30 September at the
National Academy of Sciences. In the absence of the President, Mr. George R. Toney, who was
in the Antarctic area aboard USNS ELTANIN, Mr. Morton J. Rubin, the Vice President, presided.
Mr. Rubin announced that the Society had determined to award its Certificate of Recognition to
Mr. William F. Bakewell of Skandla, Michigan.
As a young man, Bakewell had gone to sea, been shipwrecked off Montevideo, Uruguay, and
made his way to Buenos Aires, Argentina. There he saw Shackleton's Endurance and, hearing
that a hand was needed, applied for the post. In order to join the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition, he represented himself as a Canadian. He was accepted by Shackleton, thus becoming
the sole citizen of the United States to take part in the great adventure that followed. After Endurance had been crushed in the ice and the party had made its way to Elephant Island, Bakewell was
among those who remained with Frank Wild, while Shackleton went off to South Georgia to obtain help.
In recent years, Bakewell has been sheep-farming in Michigan. Last July, he went to London
where the Antarctic Club had arranged a celebration for the fiftieth anniversary of the Expedition.
He was one of five who appeared on that occasion,
Senator Patrick V. McNamara of Michigan kindly agreed to present the certificate to Bakewell
and an appropriate ceremony was arranged for 21 October 1964 at the Marquette County Historical
Society. In making the presentation, Senator MclNamara said in part:
The Shackleton Expedition is an epic story of exploration, courage, and endurance.
William Bakewell, as an active participant in these exploits, deserves this recognition
and our tribute."
The feature of the Antarctican Society meeting was a talk entitled "American Activity in the
Early History of Antarctica," by Dr. Kenneth J. Bertrand, Department of Geography, The Catholic
University of America. Dr. Bertrand has spent many years In research of this early period of
Antarctic voyaging and in so doing has discovered much hitherto-unknown material.
Probably, no item is of greater importance than Dr. Bertrand's deciphering of the log of the New
Haven Sealer, Hersilia, which visited the South Shetlands in 1819-1820. Hersllia's voyage had long
been known, but exactly where she went was something of a mystery. Dr. Bertrand's reconstruction
of the ship's track was a masterpiece of scholarly detection. Because of the general Interest of the
material, the Bulletin has obtained from Dr. Bertrand the abstract of his talk, which is printed below.
American Activity In The Early History Of Antarctica
Early American activity in the Antarctic was based on the fur seal. The account of Captain
James Cook's third voyage, 1776-1780, indicated the presence of a profitable market for furs in
China. Acting on this information, American merchants Initiated the China trade by dispatching
the ship Empress of China in 1784 with a mixed cargo, Including some furs. Boston merchants began the fur trade between the Pacific Northwest Coast and China, In 1787. Meanwhile, however,
Francis Rotch of Nantucket and New Bedford, who had been leader of an American whaling fleet in
exile at the Falkland Islands during the Revolution, decided that the southern fur seal was the best
source of furs for the China trade. In 1784 he dispatched the ship United States to the Falkland Islands.
It returned to New York In 1786 with 13,000 seal skins, which were transhipped aboard the brig Eleanor
to Canton where they sold for $65,000.
From this beginning, the sealing business expanded rapidly along the costs and off-lying islands
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of South America and Africa. However, as early as 1792, Elijah Austin of New Haven dispatched the
brig Nancy, commanded by Captain Daniel Green, and the brig Polly, commanded by Captain Roswell
Woodward, to South Georgia. So far as Is now known, these were the first American vessels to cross
the Antarctic Convergence. While the Polly returned to New Haven, the Nancy sailed with the skins
to Canton and returned home In 1795 with Chinese goods, on which a duty of $10,324 was paid. Another
early voyage of note was made by the whalers Asia and Alliance, commanded by Captains Elijah and
Bartlett Coffin, respectively, which remained at Kerguelen Island from December 17, 1792, to March
11, 1793, hunting elephant seals, for oil.
An example of the wealth that fur sealers brought to the United States at a time when trade was
stifled by lack of gold for foreign exchange Is the voyage of Captain Daniel Green In the ship Neptune,
1796-1799. Skins which he obtained In sub-Antarctic sealing grounds were exchanged at Canton for
goods valued at $280,000 on which a duty of $74,000 was paid.
For 2 decades the sealing Industry flourished, but indiscriminate slaughter of seals of all ages
and both sexes brought the business to a low ebb by 1810. Clark estimated that 3,500,000 skins were
taken between 1793 and 1807 from the Island of Mas Afuera, about 500 miles west of Valparaiso; and
Weddell estimated that not less than 1,200,000 had been taken at South Georgia. The business revived slightly after 1816, following the War of 1812.
The discovery of the South Shetland Islands by Captain William Smith, in the British brig Williams,
in 1819, resulted in a great but short-lived revival of sealing. Meanwhile the brig Her silia, commanded
by Captain James P. Sheffield, had sailed from Stonington, Connecticut, July 22, 1819, on a combined
sealing and exploring voyage. At the Falkland Islands, Nathaniel Palmer (the Second Mate) learned
of Smith's discovery from the crew of a vessel bound for the South Shetlands from Buenos Aires.
Later, the Hersilia also set out to find the South Shetlands. The Hersilia's voyage was reported
by the old sealing captain, Edmund Fanning, in his Voyage Round the World, published in 1833. When
the Hersllia returned to Stonington, May 21, 1820, the news of thousands of seals at the South Shetlands
was electrifying, and 3 separate fleets and a number of single vessels prepared for voyages to the
newly-found Islands. Until recently, only fragmentary evidence was available concerning the voyage
of the Hersilia, and some of that was contradictory. Because of the importance of the voyage, there
was a considerable amount of speculation as to just what was seen on the voyage. It was suggested,
for instance, that the brig may have been the first vessel to cruise along the south shore of Livingston Island and possibly the first to see the Antarctic mainland.
In 1956 the existence of the Hersilia's logbook was made known, but owing to the difficulty of
interpreting the log, details of the voyage have only now been worked out. No physical features are
referred to by name. The longitude, as reported, is at least 8 degrees too far east, and Elof
Benson (the Swedish First Mate) wrote in a phonetic English that is not always easily deciphered.
Smith Island was sighted on January 18, 1820, and after cruising, off-and-on, for several days, the
brig came to anchor at Hersilia Cove on Rugged Island, on January 23, where they found a "black
brig from Buenos Aires." The track of the Hersilia has been drawn on a large-scale map of the
western South Shetlands.
In 1820-21 there were 30 American vessels at the South Shetlands. Much has been written about Palmer of the schooner Hero and his cruise to the Orleans Channel in November 1820, as well
as his exploration of Deception Island and McFarlane Strait. Perhaps more important was the landing
made February 7, 1820, in the vicinity of Hughes Bay, by men from the schooner Cecilia, commanded
by Captain John Davis of New Haven. This is the first landing on the mainland for which there is
documentary proof. Another notable achievement was the voyage south to a reported position of 660
South, 70 0 West by Captain Robert Johnson of New York in the sloop Sarah, tender to the Jane Maria.
At least 3 maps were drawn by sealers in 1820-1821, and several returned with collections of
mineral specimens.
With 30 American and 23 British vessels hunting seals at the South Shetlands in 1820-1821, the
seals suffered wholesale slaughter. Some sealers left with less than full cargo and others wintered
13
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in South America or at the Falkland Islands, to return in 1821-1822. That year there were 18
American and 28 British vessels at the South Shetlands. So great was the slaughter of the remaining seals that, in a few years, the business had dwindled to 1 or 2 vessels a season and some years
there were none. In December 1821, the South Orkneys were discovered, on a joint cruise made
by Captain Nathaniel Palmer and the British sealer, George Powell.
In January and February 1830, 3 American vessels, the Seraph, Anawan and Penquin, sealed
in the South Shetlands and then cruised westward to 103° West, in an unsuccessful search for the
islands reported by Captains Swain, Gardiner and Macy. Aboard the Anawan was James Eights,
the first American scientist and one of the first scientists of any nation to visit the Antarctic. His
work, published in now-obscure American journals of the day, is still valid. He discovered an unknown species of sea spider and the first fossils found in the Antarctic. From glacial erratics at
the South Shetlands and in icebergs, he inferred the existence of a large continent to the south.
Kenneth J. Bertrand, Head
Department of Geography
The Catholic University
EXPERT ON ANTARCTIC NAMES SPEAKS
TO ANTkRCTICAN SOCIETY
At the second meeting of the Antarctican Society, Dr. Meredith E. Burrill, Executive Secretary
of the Board on Geographic Names, spoke on "Antarctic Geographic Names." No person is better
qualified to explain the history of naming in Antarctica or to discuss the Intricacies involved. Dr.
Burrill has been associated with the Board on Geographic Names and its predecessors, since the
problem of Antarctic names first became acute In the late 1930s.
Early explorers had pretty much assigned names as suited their fancy. Occasionally, a second
expedition renamed an earlier one's discoveries either through ignorance or through inability to
identify exactly what its predecessor had seen. When, in connection with the United States Antarctic
Service Expedition, the Navy Hydrographic Office wished to prepare sailing directionsfor Antarctica,
It found some confusion in the matter of names.
Dr. Burrill then traced the steps taken by the United States to introduce some order into existing nomenclature by a thorough review of existing literature. As a result of this survey, various
lists were issued that finally culminated in the Board's Gazetteer No. 14, Geographic Names of Antarctica, published in 1956. * Concurrently, with the resolution of numerous problems regarding
specific names, a policy was developed for future naming that It was hoped would prevent a relapse
into the original confusion.
This United States policy obtained wide acceptance among other nations active in the Antarctic,
many of which adopted policies of a similar nature, although not without some modification. If it
had not been for the initial United States effort, the great expansion of geographical activity that
accompanied the International Geophysical Year and has continued ever since might have opened a
veritable "Pandora's box."
There is not complete agreement on names, and perhaps there never will be. Dr. Burrill
pointed out, however, that the area of agreement is very large and the number of names about which
there is not unamiity is very small, and there is hope that it will become even smaller. The acceptance in 1964 by the United Kingdom and the United States of the single designation "Antarctic
Peninsula" for the area which had been called both Palmer Peninsula and Graham Land is exemplary
of international coordinated action in solving a geographic name problem.
* Copies may be obtained from the United States Antarctic Projects Officer, 801 19th Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20305.
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Research
THE COMMITTEE ON POLAR RESEARCH
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
H. W. Wells
Executive Secretary
Background
The National Academy of Sciences, with its responsibility to provide scientific and technical
advice to the nation, urged the United States to undertake a major program of scientific research in
Antarctica some years before the development of the International Geophysical Year and the U. S.
Antarctic Research Program. In 1948, a special Academy committee under Dr. Isaiah Bowman prepared a report, Antarctic Research - Elements of a Coordinated Program, The report is stilivalid
and contains useful recommendatiorts for research.
Today the Committee on Polar Research is organized to fulfill objectives which are both domestic and international. Its domestic activities are concerned with United States planning for research
in the polar regions—primarily in the Antarctic—while its international responsibilities are to provide for representation and liaison, through the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR),
of the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), with the other 11 nations conducting Antarctic research.
Formation of the Committee
The present United States Antarctic Research Program is recognized as one of the direct examples of "results of the IGY." In October 1957, more than a year before the end of the IGY, a USNCIGY ad hoc committee considered the question "After IGY What?" They noted that the continued
scientific development of the Antarctic and Arctic basin had a sound core and recommended to the
President of the Academy that a committee on Arctic and Antarctic research be established. When
the Committee on Polar Research was appointed in February 1958, it was in response to this and other influences. Among these factors was a specific request from the Director of the National Science
Foundation for Academy assistance in the formulation of scientific programs in Antarctica after the
end of the IGY and formation of the ICSU Special Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR). Also, in
January 1958, after a visit to Antarctica, Congressman Oren Harris, Chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, sent a letter to the President of the United States noting
the work being carried on by the United States in Antarctica and expressing the opinion that such
studies should be continued.
In the meantime, talks on an Antarctic Treaty had started and were successfully concluded a year
later (December 1, 1959) by the United States and the 11 other nations which had carried out scientific
programs in Antarctica during the IGY. The Treaty noted particularly that Antarctica should be preserved for scientific investigation.
Thus, the Committee was established as a body of scientists, concerned with promoting the best
interests of polar science and acting entirely in a scientific advisory capacity to the Federal Government organization for Antarctic research, particularly with respect to the National Science Foundation, from which it receives its principal support. The work of the CPR is conducted with the assistance of several technical panels, each one dealing with a specific area of research: Biology and
Medicine, Earth's Crust and Core, Geodesy and Cartography, Heat and Water, and Upper Atmosphere
Physics. The Panel on Glaciology has been added to the original group of Panels. The first full meetings of the Committee and Panels took place in April and May of 1958, in order to draw up recommendations for continuing scientific programs in the polar regions after the IGY (ending December 1958).
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Recommendations
From the first meetings came some far-reaching recommendations. These included a request
for a permanent biology laboratory at McMurdo Sound and pointed out the need for an icebreaker to
exclusively conduct scientific research in Antarctic waters. Today the biology laboratory at McMurdo has one of the most active programs of research in Antarctica and USNS ELTANIN, while
not fitted for work in heavy pack ice, cruises in Antarctic waters and conducts studies In many
areas of research. Both of these programs have resulted In new and expanding techniques for Antarctic operations. In December 1959, the Committee recommended establishing a station, inland
from the Bellingshausen Sea, for the study of upper atmosphere phenomena. With the occupation of
Eights Station in 1963, these studies have become possible and have added immeasurably to the
worldwide effort being made In atmospheric sciences in connection with the International Years of
the Quiet Sun (1964-65),
At each of the 17 meetings of the CPR held to date there has been an effort to undertake an objective appraisal of the United States research activities in both the Arctic and Antarctic and frequently experts in various fields have been called upon to inform the Committee on current activities.
Most of the recommendations noted above were the result of action originating at the Panel level,
In addition to these recommendations, Panels have, from time to time, held program reviews. The
Panel on Glaciology meets annually and at these sessions brings together not only members of the
Panel but invited guests who, in an Informal manner, can discuss various aspects of polar glaciology
programs. These reviews have become an important forum for the exchange of information and discussion of various aspects of these studies.
In connection with Committee responsibilities for long-range planning, the 2-volume report,
Science in Antarctica, was published In 1961. * It has been necessary recently to run a second printing of these volumes. A companion work, Science in the Arctic Ocean Basin, was published in 1963.*
US-USSR Personnel Exchanges
As a result of scientific personnel exchanges during the IGY between the United States and the
Soviet Union, the CPR, In cooperation with the NSF, has continued to arrange for annual US-USSR
exchanges of Antarctic personnel. During the past years the following scientists have taken part in
this program:
Year Name/Country

Discipline

Base

Employed By

1957 G. Cartwright/US
Meteorologist
Mlrnyy
U. S. Weather Bureau
V. Rastorguev/USSR Meteorologist
Little America
Academy of Science USSR
1958 M. J. Rubin/US
Meteorologist
Mirnyy
U. S. Weather Bureau
P. Astapenko/1JSSR
Meteorologist
Little America
Academy of Science USSR
1960 G. Dewart/LIS
Seismologist
Mirnyy
California Inst. Tech.
S. Evteev/[JSSR
Glaciologist
McMurdo/traverse Academy of Science USSR
1961 S. Glum or/US
Ionospheric Physics Mirnyy
Nat. Bureau of Standards
L. Kuperov/USSR
Ionospheric Physics Byrd (Mar-Apr 1961) Academy of Science USSR
1962 M. Pryor/US
Biologist
Mirnyy
Ohio State University
P. Astapenko/USSR Meteorologist
McMurdo (Dec 1961- Academy of Science USSR
Mar 1962)
1963 G. Franceschini/US Oceanographer
OB (Dec 1962-May Texas A&M
1963)
G. Tarakanov/USSR Meteorologist
McMurdo
Academy of Science USSR
N. Kudryavtsev/USSR Oceanographer
ELTANII'T (JanAcademy of Science USSR
Jun 1963)
1964 J. Jac obs
Ionospheric Physics Vostok (Nov 1963)
University of Alaska
V. Inatov/US5R
Ionospheric Physics Byrd (Nov 1963)
Academy of Science USSR
* Available through Printing & Publishing Office, National Academy of Sciences at $1.50/volume.
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International
During the IGY, 12 nations cooperated in scientific investigations in Antarctica through the Comite
Special de 1 'Annee Geophysique Internationale (CSAGI) of the ICSU. In 1958, with the support of these
countries (Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa,
United Kingdom, USA and the USSR), ICSU assured the continuation of these cooperative Antarctic
programs after the IGY by establishing the Special (later Scientific) Committee on Antarctic Research
(SCAR).
The SCAR Constitution, drawn up at its first meeting at The Hague, February 1958, states the
aims of SCAR as furthering scientific activity in Antarctica, and framing a scientific program of
circumpolar scope and significance. SCAR invited the formation of national Antarctic committees in
the participating countries to carry out a program designed to implement the general scientific program formulated by SCAR. Each of the member nations has established its own adhering committee
to SCAR, of which the CPR is the United States committee. A principal function is to cooperate in
the planning and review of United States Antarctic activities and to coordinate these with the activities of other SCAR nations. This is accomplished through annual meetings which have been held
regularly since 1958. The present official national delegates to SCAR are as follows:
Argentina - Admiral R. Panzarini
Australia - Prof. K. E. Bullen
Belgium - Prof. J. van Mieghem
Chile - Prof. D. H. Fuenzalida
France - Mr. C. Lorius
Japan. - Prof. T. Nagata
New Zealand - Dr. E. Robertson
Norway - Dr. T. Gjelsvik
South Africa - Dr. S. M. Naude
United Kingdom - Dr. G. de Q. Robin
United States - Dr. L. M. Gould
Soviet Union - Dr. M. M. Somov
In addition to the above national delegates, there are a number of representatives from ICSU
unions, enabling SCAR to keep informed of such other international scientific activities as may apply
to Antarctic studies. Some of these are: International Scientific Radio Union (URSI), the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG), and the International Union of Biological Sciences
(IUBS). Special programs sponsored by ICSU unions include the World Magnetic Survey, International Years of the Quiet Sun, Indian Ocean Expedition, and the newly-formed International Biological Program (IBS). In addition, World Meteorological Organization appoints a representative and
has a standing subcommittee on Antarctic meteorology.
To facilitate its review and coordination of science in the Antarctic, SCAR has established working groups in the principal scientific disciplines. United States members of these group are:
Biology & Medicine - Dr. W. J. L. Sladen
Communications - Mr. H. W. Wells
Geodesy & Cartography - Mr. G. D. Whitmore
Geology - Dr. L. M. Gould
Geomagnetism - Mr. D. K. Bailey
Glaciology - Dr. A. P. Crary
Logistics - Admiral J. R. Reedy
Meteorology - Mr. M. J. Rubin
Oceanography - Dr. W. L. Tressler
Solid Earth Geophysics - Dr. G. P. Woollard
Upper Atmosphere Physics - Mr. D. K. Bailey
The working groups are the scientific core of the SCAR organization. They meet either with
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SCAR or In connection with other international assemblies, such as those of the RJGG which took
place in August 1963 at Berkeley, California. They sponsor occasional symposia and publish the
proceedings, which make a valuable contribution to information on Antarctic studies. Symposia
held under SCAR sponsorship to date are: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics, Boulder, Colorado,
1962 (published by the National Academy of Sciences, 1963); Symposium on Antarctic Biology, Paris
1962 (published by Hermann, Paris, 1964); Symposium on Antarctic Geology, Cape Town, South
Africa, 1963 (to be published by North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1965.)
Information Activities of SCAR
In addition to its primary duties of coordination of international scientific studies in Antarctica,
SCAR sponsors programs in the areas of exchange of information; some of these are noted below:
National Reports of Activities of SCAR. These annual reports are submitted to SCAR by the
adhering national committee. They contain information on the past year's activities and plans for
the coming year, as well as a bibliography of published literature on Antarctic science, They are
a useful source of information concerning national scientific programs in the Antarctic,
SCAR Bulletin, This is published 3 times a year by the Scott Polar Research Institute,
Cambridge, England. The Bulletin appears in the Polar Record, but is also issued separately as
a reprint. A Spanish edition is published by the Instituto Antartico Argentino. The Bulletin contains
information on Antarctic station operations, personnel, minutes of SCAR meetings, abstracts of
papers given at SCAR symposia, and special articles on all aspects of research in Antarctica.
In accordance with SCAR recommendations on the exchange of information, the following programs have been established:
Exchange of Maps. The United States liaison for the program is through the U. S. Geological Survey and the SCAR working group member, Mr. G. D. Whitmore,
Antarctic Seismological Bulletin. Published and distributed by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey in response to a request from SCAR and arrangements made through the CPR.
Another program for cooperation has been the International Antarctic Analysis Center established in Melbourne, Australia. The Center collects data from 411 Antarctic stations, and its
personnel, taken from as many SCAR countries as possible, engage In research projects using
these data. It is supported also by special funds through the WMO and the UNO.
POLAR RESEARCH ON VEHICLE HEATING SYSTEMS FAVORS
HOT WATER OVER HOT AIR
Operational experience in polar regions has shown that hot-air heating systems, used almost
exclusively since the advent of Operation DEEP FREEZE In 1956, for heating polar construction equipment cabs, tend to overheat the cabs and that they require considerable adjustment, frequent
maintenance, and are a potential fire hazard. Tests in the Arctic with hot-water heating have demonstrated this method to be practically free of these problems. These tests were part of an investigation to select an improved cab-heating system suitable for maximum operator comfort in air temperatures to minus 400 F., and winds up to 15 knots. Previously, design criteria had been based on
air temperatures to minus 65° F., but a detailed study of conditions at a typical polar station showed
that this extreme was not essential and that a minus 40° F.-temperature and 15-knot wind would be
an adequate criterion some 99 per cent of the time. The tests showed that under these ambient conditions a hot-water heating system would comfortably heat weathertight cabs on equipment which
uses liquid-cooled engines, providing the engine coolant was at or near its normal operating temperature range.
- The
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Science
As announced in the Bulletin, (Volume V, Number 10, June 1964, page 61), the activities on
Bird Island, South Georgia, for the 1963-1964 season, by The Johns Hopkins University, are presented below:
COMPARATIVE BEHAVIOR AND ECOLOGY OF
ALBATROSSES OF THE GENUS DIOMEDEA
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland
Dr. W. J. L. Sladen, Principal Investigator
Mr. W. L. N. Tickell, Co-Investigator
Mr. R. Pinder, Assistant
Funds were made available through the Johns Hopkins University for field work by Tickell accompanied by an assistant, Pinder, on Bird Island, South Georgia. The grant provided for a hut; facilities including fuel, food and diesel generator; scientific equipment and supplies; and travel and salary
for Tickell and Pinder. Logistic support was given by the British Antarctic Survey.
Tickell, Pinder and Clagg (of the Bernice P. Bishop Entomological Collecting Program) landed
on Bird Island 1 December 1962. The hut was completed in February 1963 and occupied until the expedition was evacuated from South Georgia 2 April 1964; Clagg, however, spent the second summer
away from Bird Island in other parts of South Georgia working in cooperation with the British Antarctic Survey.
Studies on the Wandering Albatross, Diomedea exujans, Black-browed Albatross, D. melanophris
and Gray-headed Albatross, D. chrysostoma at South Georgia began in 1958-59 when Tickell's South
Georgia Biological Expedition visited Bird Island. In 1960-61 and 1961-62 the USARP Bird Banding
Program sponsored 2 further summer expeditions. Thus by April 1964 studies had been in progress
on Bird Island for 6 consecutive summers and 1 winter. Bird Island offers unique opportunities for
comparative work on albatrosses. Four species are common and in close proximity to the huts in
Freshwater Inlet. Study areas have been established and detailed records kept for most seasons;
they provided an excellent background for the 1963 winter studies.
Movement at Sea. Banding has been an essential basis for several longterm investigations. A total
of 23,739 birds was banded during 1962-64, including 2,754 Wandering Albatrosses, 10,560 Blackbrowed Albatrosses, 7,300 Gray-headed Albatrosses, 20 Liht-mantled Sooty Albatrosses, Phoebetria palpebrata and 1,348 Giant Ptrels, Macronectes qiqanteus. In all 53,524 bands have been used
on these and other birds since 1958-59.
Recoveries away from the breeding grounds have been numerous. Reports of 112 Giant Petrels
from Australia, New Zealand, South America and South Africa have confirmed and added to what Is
known of the circumpolar distribution of first-year birds from the South Orkneys. However, the
recoveries of about 240 banded albatrosses are In marked contrast. It seems clear that the Blackbrowed Albatross populations of the South Atlantic have a rather restricted distribution. Those
breeding at South Georgia appear to winter in the seas around South Africa and those from the Falkland Islands rookeries are confined more to the Atlantic coast of South America. In both instances
there may be some ecological relationship between the continental shelves and this species. The
very low recovery rate of Gray-headed Albatrosses away from South Georgia suggests that this
species is one of the open ocean, perhaps in higher latitudes.
Because of the activities of other ornithologists in New South Wales, Australia, it has been possible to show that breeding and non-breeding Wandering Albatrosses regularly visit specific wintering
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areas over 7,000 miles from their breeding places. Approximately 10 per cent of Wandering Albatrosses feeding In winter off Sydney, Australia, were marked birds from Bird Island.
Because of extensive large-scale banding during the first expedition, many birds of known age
were observed on the breeding grounds. A total of 241 Wandering Albatrosses was recovered in their
third, fourth, and fifth years. This represents 38 per cent of the nestlings banded in 1958-59; no
other Antarctic study has had available an age-marked population of this order. Many of these birds
were present In the study areas as non-breeders and their behavior was compared with that of established adults and related to age.
Feeding Preferences. Two hundred stomach samples from Black-browed and Gray-headed Albatrosses have been brought back to the Smithsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center. Analysis will determine
the differences in the food of these two closely-related species with such varying pelagic movements.
An estimate will be made of the food requirements for rearing chicks.
Breeding Biology. The winter field work will allow us to say exactly to what degree the Wandering
Albatross Is an annual or biennial breeder. Data are also available on the extent of chick starvation
prior to departure.
An interesting discovery was that the Gray-headed Albatross resembles the Wanderer in its biennial breeding cycle whilst the Black-browed Albatross breeds annually. The indication here is that
it is not merely size that makes It selectively advantageous for the Wanderer to breed less frequently than most birds.
Behavior. The variations In communication signals from species to species will be analyzed in relation to their breeding biology, especially the isolating mechanisms between the two closely-related
Black-browed and Gray-headed Albatrosses.
Field experiments in the crowded rookeries of these two species lead us to believe that individual
recognition of their own chicks by parents is of less evolutionary significance than nest site tenacity.
Photography & Sound Recording. More than 5,000 feet of 16 mm. cine film taken at Bird Island is available for analysis of behavior studies. (The film will be used to Illustrate Tickell's Sc. D. thesis.)
The sound recordings will be used in conjunction with the film and also for sound spectrograph analysis for differences in vocalizations between Black- browed and Gray-headed Albatrosses.
Pathology. Collections of blood serum in 1960-61 showed that a high percentage of Wandering Albatrosses had CF antibodies to psittacosis. Later, antibodies to a new arbor virus were identified
from albatross serum. This virus had previously only been isolated from terns on Trinidad and the
Dry Tortugas islands. During 1962-64 more extensive collections (approximately 200 sera and organs) were made, including material collected from pox-like lesions affecting the feet of Wandering
Albatrosses.
Publications Proposed and in Preparation. Work now in progress should be completed and submitted
for publication by June 1965 under the title "Feeding frequency and starvation in albatross fledglings."
By that date it Is also hoped to have completed the analysis of food samples at the Smithsonian Sorting Center and have a paper entitled "Feeding Preferences in the albatrosses Diomedea melanophris
and D. chrysostoma" nearing completion,
Related Bulletin Articles
Volume III, Numbers 9-10, Summer Issue 1962, page 24; Volume IV, Number 2, November 1962,
page 20; Number 9, June 1963, pages 41-42.
Dr. W. J. L. Sladen
and Mr. W. L. N. Tickell
The Johns Hopkins University
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THE USARP SCIENTIST AND THE NSF
FROM IDEA TO PUBLICATION
Gene Rodgers
National Science Foundation
The history of successful early polar exploration reflects adventure, coupled with the ability
of these pioneers to adapt crude equipment to their purpose In coping with the polar environment.
While their scientific efforts were sincere, mere existence limited the scope of their scientific
effort. Now, half a century later, scientists working in Antarctica have the advantage of modern
technology, and may work largely free from hazards known in the early age of exploration. The
modern polar explorer uses the word "adventurer" only incidentally in his overall program.
U. S. Antarctic investigators work within the continuing United States Antarctic Research Program (USARP), which consists of research projects in a broad range of physical and biological
sciences. The investigations are carried out by scientists from colleges, universities, and private
and Federal research organizations.
Any of several reasons may cause a scientist to initiate a USARP project, He may have general
research interests that lead him into a specifically Antarctic problem necessitating a journey southward. A glaciologist, for example, might become interested in flow patterns within the Antarctic
icecap, or a geologist may be led to decipher the processes that formed Antarctic rocks.
Another investigator may decide that Antarctica's unique physical and biological characteristics
and laboratory-like qualities make it the best place to carry out certain experiments or observations.
For instance, penguins and their environment are nearly ideal for carrying out investigations of
homing behavior in birds.
The researcher may formulate a wide-ranging project that requires data or specimens from the
Antarctic part of the world to be complete. For example, meteorological, seismic, magnetic and
upper atmosphere "synoptic" networks require Antarctic links to be truly global.
Whatever his motive, the scientist commences his project by contacting the National Science
Foundation Office of Antarctic Programs. The scientist discusses the following points of his project with the NSF staff: its importance and significance, considering the great cost and effort involved in every Antarctic project; its logistic feasibility; and its relation to the overall balanced
program, so that no research is unnecessarily duplicated and no undue or untimely concentration
falls upon any one phase of Antarctic science.
If his project appears to be practical and scientifically sound the researcher is encouraged to
submit a formal proposal to NSF through his research institution (NSF customarily makes grants to
the sponsoring institution rather than to individuals). According to scientific custom, the title he
chooses for his proposal will probably be very specific, reflecting the investigating procedure rather
than the ultimate purpose of the work. For instance, a proposal might be entitled "Flow Measurements by Strain Gauges in the Eastern Filchner Ice Shelf" rather than "A Search for the Causes of
Ice Ages."
Scientist Submits Proposal For Review
The scientist spells out what he wants to do and why, estimates a budget, and lists his qualifications. The proposal is carefully reviewed by NSF, and is customarily referred to several members
of the scientific community for review. These authorities, who are recognized experts in the type of
research under consideration and who are familiar with the special problems presented by Antarctic
work, make recommendations concerning the proposal.
NSF staff members discuss logistic aspects of the project with officers of U. S. Navy TaskForce
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43, which provides field support for the U. S. Antarctic Research Program (TJSARP), All projects
must be scheduled within the budget and resources of the Navy's Operation DEEP FREEZE,
If the proposal passes the customary NSF tests of scientific merit and responsibility, and the
additional tests of logistic feasibility, NSF awards a grant to the sponsoring research institution
when funds are available.
The scientist who proposed the project - called the "principal investigator" - may perform
the actual field work himself or, because of other responsibilities or physical limitations, he may
send a graduate student or technician to do the data gathering or specimen collecting. Both attend
a series of orientation meetings arranged by NSF to acquaint its grantees with the overall program
and with the special problems to be met.
South With The New Season
When the research season gets underway in Antarctica, the typical field worker flies from the
United States to Christchurch, New Zealand, aboard a MATS jet. Some USARP scientists work with
foreign expeditions as part of a personnel exchange program and have differing field arrangements.
Final arrangements are made with the NSF representative in New Zealand for the trip to "the ice."
The representative provides the scientist with polar clothing, supplied by an NSF contractor and designed to meet every contingency of Antarctic life and work.
Finally the scientist flies to McMurdo, the main United States Antarctic station, aboard a Navy
plane. Arrangements for his stay there, or transportation to another station, are made by the NSF
representative in Antarctica. This representative coordinates all USARP projects and serves as
liaison between USARP and DEEP FREEZE, At the other stations, a scientist designated "Station
Scientific Leader" (or "SSL") performs these functions under the cognizance of the IJSARP representative. (There is an assistant to the USARP representative based at Byrd Station during the
summer; an SSL serves McMurdo Station during the winter.)
Most of the scientist's research equipment is bought with grant funds, but his field gear - including vehicles for local transportation - is usually provided and maintained by NSF contractors.
The scientist may work at the McMurdo or Hallett biology laboratories, which are operated by an
NSF contractor.
Navy Provides Logistic Support
Operation DEEP FREEZE provides all air and sea transport (except for the research ship

USNS ELTANII\T, which is operated for NSF by the Military Sea Transportation Service), housing,

cooking, community services, and other necessities of life, as well as general maintainance.

The field worker may spend anywhere from several weeks to almost a year and a half in the
Antarctic. Projects may run over several years, with different crews in the field each season.
The principal investigator analyzes and Integrates them with the findings of other projects. This
may take months or even years, especially if specimens necessitate tedious laboratory analysis, or
if data require intricate mathematical treatment.
Finally, the investigator prepares a technical report or paper for a scientific journal; he may
prepare several such reports, especially if his project is large or long-term. He submits reprints
of these articles, or similar reports, to NSF, and the financial officer of his sponsoring institution
submits a breakdown of expenditures.
In order to assure the greatest possible gain from the hard-won information, NSF funds some
scientific publications, as well as data centers, literature and specimen catalogues, and polar
institutes; promotes international exchange of Antarctic data; and makes grants for further research
utilizing these facilities.
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Library
ADDITIONS TQ THE MAP COLLECTION
UNITED KINGDOM
(The following maps were received from the Directorate of Overseas Surveys, United Kingdom.)
Sheet W 68 62, 68 0 00 1 -69 0 00 1 S. 62 0 00 1 -64 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W6864, 68 0 00 1 -69 0 00 1 S., 64 0 00 1 -66 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 68 66, 68 0001_69 0 001S., 66 000 1 -68 0 00'W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 69 621 69 0 00t_70 000 ?S., 62 0 00 1 -64 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 69 641 69 0 001_70 0 00tS., 64 0 00 1 -66 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 69 66, 69 0 001_70 0 00lS., 66 0 00 1 -68 0 00'W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 69 68, 69°00'-70°00'S., 68 0 00'-70 0 00'W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 77 32/34, 77 0 00'-78 0 00'S., 32 0 00 t -36 0 00'W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 77 36/38, 77 0 001_78 0 00t5., 36 0 00 1 -40 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 79 28/30, (with part of 7828/30), 79 0 00 1 -80 0 00S., 28 0 00 1 -32 0 00 1W.; 1963. Scale
1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 78 32/34, 78 0 00'79 0 00'S., 32 0 00'-36°00'W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W7836/38, 78 0 00 1 _79 0 00 t S., 36°00'-40°00'W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 79 24/26 (with part of 78 24/26), 78 0 50'-80 0 00 1 S., 24 0 00'-28°00'W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000,
Topo color.
Sheet W 79 32/34, 79°00'-80°00'S., 32 0 00 1 -36 000 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, 'Topo color.
Sheet W 8020/22, 80°00 '-81°OO'S., 20 0 00 1 -24 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 80 24/26, 80°00 1 -81 0 00'S., 24 0 00'-28 000 t W.; 1963. Scale 1:200, 000, Topo color.
Sheet W 80 28/30, 81 0 11 1 _80 0 00 1 S., 28 0 00 1 -32 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 81 24/26, 81 0 001_82 0 00t5., 24 0 00 1 -28 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
Sheet W 8128/30 ) 81 0 00 1 -82 0 00 1S., 28 0 00 1 -32 0 00 1 W.; 1963. Scale 1:200,000, Topo color.
British Antarctic Territory, (South Orkney Islands, West Shetland Islands), 1st edition, 1963.
60 0 28 1 -60 0 50 1 S., 45 0 06 1 -46 022 1W. Scale 1:100,000, Topo color.
British Antarctic Territory, 1st edition, 1963. 70 000'-72 0 00'S., 68 0 00'-76 030'W. Scale
1:500,000, Topo color.
Trans-Antarctic Expedition, 1963. 77 0 59'-90 0 00'S., 27 030 1 -37 0 30 1 W. Scale 1:2,000,000, Plan color.
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Chronology
15 Jul 64 - Air Development Squadron SIX C-1211 made
the United States and New Zealand.

first

turnaround flight of the season between

27 Jul 64 - SS Pioneer Surf departed Davisville, Rhode Island, with 269 long tons (1,019 measurement tons) of DEEP FREEZE cargo, for Port Lyttelton, New Zealand.
10 Aug 64 - Air Development Squadron SIX made the first LC-130F turnaround flight of the season between the United States and New Zealand.
19 Aug 64 - SS Pioneer Isle departed Davisville, with 185 long tons (675 measurement tons) of
DEEP FREEZE cargo, for Port Lyttelton,
8 Sep 64 - Military Air Transport Service began C-135 turnaround flights between the United States
and New Zealand.
15 Sep 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica,
and United States Antarctic Projects Officer, departed Washington for New Zealand
aboard the Air Development Squadron SIX C-121J.
17 Sep 64 - A C-54Q and LC-47 of Air Development Squadron SIX departed the United States for
New Zealand.
SS Pioneer Reef departed Davlsville, with 199 long tons (603 measurement tons) of
DEEP FREEZE cargo, for New Zealand.
20 Sep 64 - Three Air Development Squadron SIX LC-130Fs departed the United States for Christchurch, New Zealand.
One Air Development Squadron SIX LC-130F departed the United States for Punta Arenas, Chile.
USS MILLS arrived in Port Lyttelton from the United States.
21 Sep 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy arrived in Christchurch.
USS MILLS departed Port Lyttelton and arrived In Dunedin, New Zealand,
22 Sep 64 - Commander, Air Development Squadron SIX, arrived In Christchurch.
Three LC-130Fs arrived in Christchurch from the United States.
USS MILLS reported for Antarctic duty to Commander, Task Force 43.
3 Sep 64 - One LC-130F arrived in Punta Arenas from the United States.
24 Sep 64 - Air Development Squadron SIX C-54Q arrived in Christchurch.
USS MILLS departed Dunedin for Campbell Island and Ocean Station.
25 Sep 64 - USS MILLS arrived at Campbell Island, and departed for Ocean Station.
26 Sep 64 - LC-130F photo-reconnaissance of Anvers Island area of Antarctic Peninsula.
28 Sep 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy departed Christchurch, New Zealand, and arrived
in Melbourne, Australia.
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28 Sep 64 - Commander, Antarctic Support Activities, arrived In Christchurch.
USS MILLS arrived on Ocean Station.
30 Sep 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy departed Melbourne, Australia, about 0800 hours for
the frist flight to Antarctica for DEEP FREEZE 65. Unfavorable weather conditions
at McMurdo forced Admiral Reedy to land at Byrd Station. (See page 1.,)
1 Oct 64 - Commander, Antarctic Support Activities, departed Christchurch, New Zealand, aboard a LC-130F, and arrived at Williams Field, McMurdo Sound.
A second LC-130F departed Christchurch and arrived at Williams Field.
A LC-130F departed Punta Arenas for Williams Field.
2 Oct 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy arrived at Williams Field from Byrd Station.
LC-130F from Punta Arenas arrived at Williams Field.
HMNZS PUKAKI arrived at Port Lyttelton.
United States Antarctic Research Program McMurdo Station Representative established.
3 Oct 64 - USCGC EASTWIND reported for Antarctic duty to Commander, Task Force 43.
Two LC-130F flights from McMurdo Station opened the season at Beardmore Summer
Weather Station. (See page 1.)
Hallett Station officially opened by Commander, Task Force 43, and Commander, Antarctic Support Activities, on an inspection trip.
4 Oct 64 - One LH-34D turnaround flight from McMurdo Station to Cape Crozier, completed.
5 Oct 64 - Three LC-130F logistic flights from McMurdo to Little Rockford Summer Weather
Station. (See page 1.)
Little ieana Summer Weather Station, vice Beardmore Station, established at
81°23' South latitude, 170 045' East longitude. (See page 1.)
6 Oct 64 - DEEP FREEZE 65 personnel arrived and relieved wintering-over personnel at Hallett.
U. S. Army Aviation Detachment (Antarctic Support) arrived in Christchurch from the
United States.
HIvINZS PTJKAKI reported for Antarctic duty to Commander, Task Force 43.
7 Oct 64 - LT. H. A. King (MC), USN, relieved by LT. T. C. Nagel (MC), USNR, as Officer in
Charge at Hallett Station.
9 Oct 64 - Four LC-130F flights departed McMurdo for Byrd Station, beginning this season's
delivery of cargo and bulk fuel.
United States and New Zealand personnel, supported by U. S. Army helicopters, discovered 1 new Emperor and 6 new Adelie penguin rookeries in the vicinity of Hallett Station.
U. S. Army Aviation Detachment departed Christchurch for McMurdo Station aboard a
Military Air Transport Service C-124.
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10 Oct 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy departed McMurdo Station and arrived in Christchurch.
Two Military Air Transport Service C-130Es arrived In Christchurch from the United
States.
11 Oct 64 - USS MILLS departed Ocean Station for Dunedin via Campbell Island,
HMNZS PUKAKI assumed Ocean Station Duty.
12 Oct 64 - A fire destroyed the garage at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. (See page 3.)
USCGC EASTWIND departed Panama Canal Zone for Wellington, New Zealand.
13 Oct 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy departed Christchurch for Wellington.
USS MILLS arrived at Campbell Island and departed for Dunedin.
14 Oct 64 - TJSS MILLS arrived In Dunedin.
18 Oct 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy departed Wellington and arrived in Christchurch.
First MATS C-130E flight of the season arrived at McMurdo.
20 Oct 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy arrived at McMurdo Station from Christchurch.
USS MILLS departed Dunedin for Ocean Station via Campbell Island.
Mobile Construction Battalion SIX reported for Antarctic duty to Commander, Task
Force 43.
22 Oct 64 - USS MILLS arrived at Campbell Island and departed for Ocean Statton.
An Air Development Squadron SIX LC-47H was damaged during an emergency landing
on Lillie Glacier as a result of engine malfunction. (See page 3.)
23 Oct 64 - DEEP FREEZE 64 Antarctic Support Activities personnel relieved of duty at Byrd
Station and returned to McMurdo Station for redeployment.
Eights Station opened with arrival of Rear Admiral James R. Reedy aboard a LC-130F
from McMurdo Station. (See page 2.)
KMNZS PUKAKI departed Ocean Station for Dunedin.
24 Oct 64 - TJSS MILLS arrived on Ocean Station.
U. S. Geological Survey topographic party established on David Glacier.
25 Oct 64 - DEEP FREEZE wintering-over Naval personnel at Eights Station relieved of duty and
returned to McMurdo Station for redeployment.
26 Oct 64 - Commander, Antarctic Support Activities, Christchurch Representative, disestablished.
HMNZS PUKAKI reported to the operational command of the New Zealand Naval Board.
Mobile Construction Battalion SIX personnel arrived at Hallett Station.
Air Development Squadron SIX detachment established at Byrd Station.
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27 Oct 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy departed McMurdo Station and arrived in Christchurch.
U. S. Army Aviation Detachment arrived at Hallett Station.
29 Oct 64 - U. S. Geological Survey photogeologic survey party arrived at Cape Hallett.
First facsimile weather maps received at McMurdo from Mirnyy. (See page 11.)
31 Oct 64 - USS MILLS departed Ocean Station for Dunedin for repairs to her boiler, evaporator,
and skin valve. (See page 7.)
1 Nov 64 - First aircraft of the season landed at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station at 2210 hours.
2 Nov 64 - USS GLACIER arrived In Port Lyttelton and reported for Antarctic duty to Commander
Task Force 43.
Ohio State geological party established in Wisconsin Range, Horlick Mountains, by
Air Development Squadron SIX LC-130F.
USS MILLS arrived in Dunedin for repairs.
USCGC EASTWIND arrived in Wellington.
3 Nov 64 - Relief personnel arrived at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station aboard the second
aircraft of the season.
4 Nov 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy and Lieutenant Commander H. A. Tombari (Commanding
Officer, MCB-6) departed Christchurch and arrived at McMurdo Station.
Rear Admiral Reedy and Mr. Phillip Smith (USARP Representative) departed McMurdo
Station on a turnaround flight to the Soviet Mirnyy Station, (See page 5.)
5 Nov 64 - Rear Admiral Reedy and party returned to McMurdo Station from Mirnyy Station.
Task Group 43.2 (Ross Sea Ship Group) activated.
6 Nov 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy arrived in Christchurch from McMurdo Station.
Captain B. R. Henry, USCG, Commander, Task Group 43.2, broke his command
pennant aboard USCGC EASTWIND.
USNS PVT J. R. TOWLE, presently in Davlsville, reported for Antarctic duty to
Commander, Task Force 43.
MATS C-130E departed Christchurch for Travis AFB, California, with AmundsenScott South Pole Station wintering-over personnel.
USNS CHATTAHOOCHEE reported for Antarctic duty to Commander, Task Force 43.
7 Nov 64 - U. S. Geological Survey party completed David Glacier and North Victoria Land
topographic tle
9 Nov 64 - Texas Technological College geological party established on the Shackleton Glacier
by Air Development Squadron SIX LC-47.
USS STATEN ISLAND reported for Antarctic duty to Commander, Task Force 43,
and arrived in Wellington.
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